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AT&T Labs – Research 200 S. Laurel Ave, Middletown, NJ 07748 Abstract – We propose a new mobile computing paradigm, in which an intelligent card (called an iCard) plugged into a mobile device serves as the centerpiece that provides enhanced networking and application capabilities to the mobile host. Placed between a mobile host and traditional network interfaces, iCard is device independent, easy to program, and offers enhanced security. This paper describes the overall concept of iCard, and the key elements in its hardware and software architecture. The hardware discussions focus on a particular design that we have put together for an actual prototype iCard. We share with readers the rationales behind various choices made in this design. On the software side, we have been developing application programs to be loaded onto the iCard using a StrongARM reference board. To demonstrate the strong potential of the new paradigm represented by iCard, we show how iCard is able to provide Mobile IP functions without making any modifications to the host machines.



handle billing and accounting in different domains, and last but not the least, how to do all of the above with minimum effort from users and from network administrators who manage the system. In this paper, we propose a novel network device – an iCard, which can effectively provide these ubiquitous computing functions and forms the foundation for a new network-computing paradigm. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first elucidate the key benefits of iCard. Then, both hardware and software components are described, including the general scheme as well as a specific design we have devised for prototyping. To demonstrate the iCard’s capabilities, we present a software implementation that enables seamless mobility for any host device that iCard serves. In the end, we explore key challenges lying ahead in order to realize the full potential of iCard.



I. INTRODUCTION With the explosive growth of wireless networks and portable devices, mobile computing has become part of day-today life for many people. It is increasingly common for an individual to have a cell phone, a laptop, as well as a PDA device. These devices differ not only in their sizes and processing power, but also in the equipped functionalities. Moreover, users may access the Internet through a wide variety of ways, e.g. through Ethernet at the office, through cellular networks on the road, and through Wireless LAN (WLAN) at home. Not only that, more and more often, multiple access options are offered at any given location. This is most clearly demonstrated in the rapid deployments of WLAN at public hot spots, such as airports, hotels, and even coffee shops. For instance, a passenger waiting at the airport may use her PDA device to quickly check stock prices through the cellular service provided by wireless ISP, or may choose to do some serious work using her laptop via the WLAN access offered by Boingo or WayPort at the terminal. Developments in this area have been truly remarkable for the past few years. Great challenges have also emerged as a result. Above all, the growth has created a rich array of possible combinations of devices, physical networks, and service domains – making it very difficult to provide a consistent computing environment for mobile users. Issues such as the following must be resolved across all combinations of networks and devices, how to maintain and distribute configurations ranging from browser preferences to VPN setups, how to offer the same set of functionalities such as Mobile IP and personal firewall, how to



II. ICARD – THE BASICS AND KEY BENEFITS In short, iCard is an intelligent network interface card, which can perform network and application layer functions. By contrast, most traditional network interface cards (NIC), such as Ethernet and WLAN cards, encompass only physical and MAC layer functions. A small number of special purpose NIC cards also incorporate specific higher layer functions, the most popular one being encryption and video coding. More recently, Flarion incorporated Mobile IP stack in its PCMCIA cards. These cards have very limited flexibility as there is no easy way to enhance or even modify their capabilities. The iCard we propose contains the entire network protocol stack and possibly an operating system, and is thus capable of conveniently supporting a large set of advanced functions usually seen only in standalone systems. In particular, the card is capable of performing any function that is traditionally located at a network gateway, or at the host machine itself. Examples of such functions include Mobile IP, IPsec, and proxy functions like content transformation. iCard can also take advantage of the fact that it is tightly coupled with the mobile host machine and can thus provide these functions in a more secure fashion. Figure 1 depicts the role of iCard in a typical mobile computing environment. Basically, the mobile host is connected to the network through the iCard, which relays all packets to and from the mobile host and may in addition process the packets following instructions on the card.
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Figure 1. iCard-based mobile computing environment



Although iCard can take many different forms, we envision the most popular incarnation in near term being a PC card, just like the Ethernet/WLAN cards that can fit into the PCMCIA slots on laptops. With such an iCard, a mobile user will be presented with a consistent computing environment regardless of the type of the device. Key configurations and mobile computing related functions may be stored on the card, instead of on individual devices. Active network sessions can be preserved when the user switches devices, as long as the same card is removed from the previous device and plugged into the new one. In essence, iCard bonds together different devices and networks to form a single ubiquitous computing environment for the user. The following benefits of using iCard are particularly appealing:



Office) networks, software such as personal firewall and VPN is indispensable in order to protect the devices from malicious attacks and to be able to securely access information back in their home networks. In large enterprises, the distribution of the associated firewall and VPN packages has always been problematic and has escalated as devices become increasingly diverse. Once distributed, even if the configurations are protected by special privileges, they may be altered unintentionally, thus exposing the host machine, and perhaps more seriously, the enterprise networks to the attackers. With VPN and firewall functions on an iCard, administrators only need to deal with a single environment. Modifications to the card setup can be strictly protected, while allowing users ample control of the host machine. Being physically separated from the host machine also significantly reduces the chance of any accidental modifications. Moreover, iCard can be treated as part of the user's identity, and mobile hosts can be set up such that network access is only possible through an iCard that has positively authenticated the user – all making it more secure for the system.



A. Device independent



C. Flexibility in introducing new functions



The advantage of being device independent is reflected in both the configuration aspect and the functionality aspect.



Technical communities are flourishing with innovative ideas, many of which require changes to the operating system of the host machine. To realize and widely deploy these ideas has proven to be a formidable task in a personal computer market dominated by Windows and Macintosh, both of which are closed operating systems. Take Mobile IP as an example. The core ideas behind Mobile IP were shaped about 10 years ago, and the protocol has been implemented in the Linux operating system for more than 6 years [1][2]. Yet to this day, Windows does not officially support Mobile IP. Another example is the proposals made for improving TCP/IP protocol performance over wireless links [3]. Again, restrictions on implementations under Windows operating systems have limited the scope of the possible solutions.



Almost any configuration information can be stored in the iCard. This ranges from desktop setup preferences, e.g. what icons to put on Windows startup menu and what color schemes to use; to network related elements, e.g. the default browser and home page, information about cooperate VPN access, and mail server setups; and to accounting and billing information, such that a single bill is delivered to the user regardless of what devices and what networks are used. In an extreme case, iCard may have enough information such that as soon as it is plugged into a mobile host, even if the user has never used the machine before, the host machine can be instantaneously configured exactly like the user’s own laptop. When multiple types of mobile devices are involved, configurations specific to the device currently being used are selected. For example, the user may elect not to display images when surfing Web on a PDA device, but prefer seeing them when using a laptop. As far as device independence is concerned, iCard can ensure that certain essential functions are accessible across all platforms. As new devices enter the market, there is always a lag before the companion software is available. For instance, it is only recently that some major VPN vendors have started support for Pocket PC, a popular operating system for PDAs. And still, users have to make sure that the VPN software provides functions similar to its desktop version. Clearly, if iCard includes a VPN client, it can offer exactly the same VPN access across all devices, including the most rudimentary ones, as long as the device supports PC cards. Moreover, for VPN and firewall type of functionality, such uniform availability enabled by iCard is not only convenient but also more secure. B. Enhanced security For mobile devices that are often outside of safe environments like corporate and SOHO (Small Office/Home



iCard provides a convenient way to introduce new functions that would otherwise be difficult to realize on the host machine. We envision iCard to incorporate a small set of critical network related functionalities – making Linux the ideal choice for the operating system. Later in this paper, we will present an example in which iCard is able to offer seamless mobility to host machines without making any modifications to the hosts. In addition to what is described above, iCard brings about a number of other benefits. The device-independent nature of the iCard and the enhanced security feature facilitate network and device management, which is one of the most costly elements in enterprise network operation. iCard can also join forces with other mechanisms aimed at providing an enhanced mobile computing environment. A good example is content transformation. iCard can store user preferences so that content may be manipulated in different ways depending on device, network quality, and pricing, just to name a few. A closer coupling may be accomplished with approaches proposed by iMobile, where a detailed user profile is stored at a server in the network [4]. In this case, the iCard only contains links to



the user profile and may inform a proxy server of the capabilities of its host machine (SIM card in GSM network offers a small set of these functions). Aside from assisting other proxy servers, iCard itself may act as a proxy server to offer content transformation not available elsewhere. III. ICARD ARCHITECTURE iCard differs significantly from traditional network interface cards (NIC) in its hardware as well as its software structure, which we will address in detail this section. For the hardware part, we will describe one particular design used in our prototype card. Specific software details are discussed in the next section when we present an implementation of mobility management on iCard. A. Hardware Architecture Referring back to Figure 1, iCard is connected to the host machine directly and faces the network on the other side. For example, an iCard might be a PCMCIA or PCI card plugged directly into the host machine, or it can be an external entity that connects to the host through USB, serial bus, etc. As mentioned previously, there are a wide variety of possible forms for iCard. Its design principle is also independent of the underlying network to be supported. In fact, the number of network interfaces residing on the card is flexible, ranging from 0 to as high as the card technology would allow. For instance, the iCard may be a WLAN PC card that has a 16-bit or CardBus interface as defined by the PCMCIA standard [5]. Or it might be an Ethernet/WLAN mini-PCI card that is built into a laptop. It can also be a PC card with both WLAN and WCDMA interfaces. Last but not least, it can just be a card caddy (illustrated in Figure 2), which allows another standard CF card to be plugged in, without containing any network component on the iCard itself. This design is particularly flexible because a single iCard will easily be able to provide access to all networks that have CF network interface cards. To add support for access to a new network only requires the purchase of a new CF card. Such flexibility is especially appealing in the mobile computing arena as wireless standards are still evolving and it is likely that different technologies will be used in different parts of the world. The card caddy is the form factor we have chosen for our iCard prototype. M obile Host



An iCard that is built into the host machine can work nicely given that laptops are beginning to have Ethernet and even WLAN interface built in. However, it will be harder to share a single iCard among different devices. A possible solution is to design a secure mechanism that can easily transfer states between trusted iCards. We will not go into details in this paper. Without loss of generality, we use PC card with a PCMICA interface as an example to demonstrate our ideas in this paper. It is understood that the technology can be applied to any form factors as described above. 1) General hardware structure In general, iCard includes three key components: a general processor (CPU), memory blocks (RAM and Flash), and one or more optional network interfaces. It is through the on-card CPU that iCard provides intelligent processing to network traffic traveling to and from a host machine. If the card has the capability of supporting multiple network interfaces simultaneously, either for built-in interfaces or plug-in ones, mechanisms may be developed to select the most appropriate interface(s) at any given time. In the case that there is at least one network interface on the card, the network interface portion may have its own CPU that is dedicated to network physical and MAC layer processing. Alternatively, to make the card more compact, the same CPU may be used for both the higher layer processing and physical interface specific functions, as long as the CPU is powerful enough. iCard and host machine can communicate through the shared memory or standard PCMCIA interface. The latter is chosen for our prototype iCard as detailed next. 2) A hardware prototype Figure 3 depicts the hardware architecture of the prototype iCard we are building. When designing the iCard, the top issues we needed to resolve were: 1) whether the CPU has enough capacity to handle complex operations such as the encryption/decryption required by VPN, 2) whether typical PC card sockets on a laptop/PDA are able to supply enough power to the iCard as well as at least one additional network interface card, and 3) after putting everything needed together, whether we can limit the size to a standard type II PC card. Owing to the rapid development of the low power CPU and embedded industry in general, we received affirmative answers for all these questions. In the following, we describe details of the prototype iCard. 3.3V
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Figure 2. iCard from factor - card caddy for CF card
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Figure 3. Hardware component layout of iCard
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As illustrated in Figure 3, the prototype iCard interfaces with a host machine, e.g. a PDA or laptop, through a standard PCMCIA interface. So, it can be plugged into the PCMCIA slot on a laptop or PDA. The prototype iCard is a card caddy that that can accept a Type I/II CF network card. The processor on the iCard handles packets flowing between the host machine and the network CF card. The processor, along with other necessary components, provides a host-side interface to the CF sockets on the prototype iCard; and also provides a card-side PCMCIA interface to the external host. In the following, we discuss critical design aspects one by one. CPU: The processor on the board is StrongARM 1110. With power consumption under 23mW running at 133MHz, StrongARM 1110 is one of the most powerful and popular processors for embedded systems. It is also the CPU for many PDA devices, including the stylish iPAQ. The popularity of StrongARM 1110 also made it easier for us to find reference boards for initial software development before completion of the prototype iCard. StrongARM 1110 is source code compatible with other Intel chip families including Pentium. That means a program originally developed for desktops can be easily recompiled to run on a StrongARM 1110 system. Memory: The prototype iCard is equipped with 32MB of RAM and 16MB of Flash. Image of the operating system and applications, as well as configurations are all stored in the flash memory, and are loaded into the RAM as part of the booting process. According to the standard practice, the chosen memory size is sufficient to run Embedded ARM Linux, which is the OS for the prototype iCard, along with VPN, Firewall, and mobility management software. PCMCIA interface: The PCMCIA interface facing mobile host is one of the most unique parts of the prototype iCard. SA1110 only offers built in host-side PCMICIA support, which is for accepting a PCMICA card. In our case, SA1110 is on the card-side of the PCMCIA interface. One possible solution is to custom design an FPGA chip with the slave PCMICA interface and the appropriate interface to the SA1110. This, apparently, is very time consuming and costly. Instead, we took the more innovative approaching of implementing the PCMCIA interface by connecting two identical Ethernet chips back to back. More specifically, because the Ethernet chips have built-in PCMICA interface, we use the host interface of the Ethernet chip 1 as the PCMCIA interface of the iCard, and connect the host side of the Ethernet chip 2 to SA1110, taking advantage of its build-in host-side PCMCIA support. The Ethernet controller sides of the two chips are connected directly, likening to a very short Ethernet cable. Another important benefit of this design is that drivers for the Ethernet chip are readily available on both Windows and Linux operating system, which can be used to control iCard as well. No new driver needs to be developed. Security ID: The security ID chip is another distinctive feature of the prototype iCard, and is essential for providing enhanced security. Each chip also has its own unique registration number that is factory burned into the chip which can be used to uniquely identify an iCard.



Other peripherals: We included a JTAG interface and a serial port on the iCard for debugging and terminal communication purposes. The two LED lights are intended for reporting network and security states of the iCard. Power Consumption: According to the PCMCIA standard, host machine can only supply up to 1A through its PCMCIA socket [5]. This is the constraint we must cope with in our iCard design. For the prototype iCard, we are able to limit the total power consumption of the card itself to about 600mA, leaving roughly 400mA to the plugged-in CF card. This is sufficient for 802.11b CF WLAN cards currently available on the market, most of which consume less than 350mA. Ethernet CF card requires far less power than WLAN cards, hence can be easily supported as well. Dimension: The dimension of the prototype iCard follows the requirements for a standard type II PCMCIA card, i.e. 54mm wide and less than 5mm thick. With a CF Ethernet card plugged in, the total length is less than 15cm. This is slightly longer than a regular PCMCIA card. However, we expect to be able to reduce the length when the card is massed produced. B. Software Architecture The focus of this paper is on the hardware architecture of iCard. In the following, we only describe briefly the possible software structure of an iCard. Mobile Host
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Figure 4. Network software architecture with iCard



Figure 4 shows the network software architecture of the iCard. We envision it to have not only the traditional MAC functions found in most network interface cards, but also a subset or all of the IP and higher layer functionalities. Packets going through the iCard may be passed up the network stack and processed in certain ways, before traversing down the protocol stack and being delivered out of the other side of the card. The IP to application layer modules on the card can virtually be anything that runs on a standalone machine, such as IPsec, SSL/TLS, Web server, and content transformation. The host machine and the iCard can communicate through a standard network interface, in which case no modification will be needed at the host machine. We call this the transparent mode. Alternatively, the host machine can communicate to the iCard through a set of APIs available at various layers of the network stack. In other words, applications and/or TCP/IP modules are aware of the functions on the card and can make certain system/function calls to exchange packets directly with the card. This is the advanced



mode. The iCard might appear as an I/O device in the form of a file, a pipeline, or a device. Transparent mode: In the transparent mode, since the host machine is not aware of iCard, the host follows standard procedures to communicate with the card. In other words, just as with hosts that are not equipped with iCard, packets from the host that does have an iCard go through the entire protocol stack on the host and are then handed to the iCard as if the iCard were a regular network interface card. As a result, the iCard must be able to intercept and interpret the packets, and handle them properly. This is the mode we will be experimenting with once the prototype card is ready. Advanced mode: In the advanced mode, the packets need not go through the entire network protocol stack on the host. Instead, the host uses specially designed APIs to exchange packets with the card. Clearly, the advanced mode requires more changes on the host machine, but the host-to-card communications are more efficient. This mode will be more attractive if the computing paradigm represented by iCard becomes hugely popular. C. Other Aspects of the iCard Architecture In addition to its fundamental hardware and software architecture, there are a number of other interesting issues regarding the design and the usage of iCard. 1) iCard as an independent network entity For various purposes, such as update and maintenance, it is desirable to be able to initiate connections from iCard or make direct connections to it. This implies that an iCard may act as an independent network entity that actively communicates with remote servers through standard networking procedures. iCard may even obtain for itself a separate IP address other than the one for the host machine that it is serving. 2) Card configuration The card may be configured for various functions and to store system and user related information. The configuration can be done through the host machine or from a remote system. The latter case will allow system administrators upload, for example, latest firewall software to the card even when the user is away from the office. Undoubtedly, such remote configurations mandate a secure mechanism that prevents unauthorized access to the iCard. IV. AN ICARD APPLICATION – MOBILITY MANAGEMENT Even though the hardware is still being built, we are already able to carry out application development for iCard by taking advantage of a StrongARM 1110 reference board. This way, as soon as the iCard prototype is ready, these programs will be available for iCard right away. Owing to the popularity of SA1110, many companies, including Intel itself, offer StrongARM 1110 reference boards. The platform we selected is the UCOMM board developed by Ed Chen, Jack Chang, and Gary Murakami at AT&T Labs – Research. Figure 5 shows a picture of the UCOMM board with an Orinoco WLAN card and a CF Ethernet card running. The embedded operating system runs on the board is ARM Linux.



Figure 5. UCOMM StrongARM reference board



The UCOMM board is used to emulate iCard. More specifically, as demonstrated in Figure 6, the mobile host and the UCOMM board are linked together through a crossover Ethernet cable, with one side connecting to the Ethernet card on the mobile host and the other side to the built-in Ethernet jack Ether0 on the board. This Ethernet connection emulates the PCMICA interface of the prototype iCard. The board communicates with the outside network through the PCMCIA/CF slot, or through the other built-in Ethernet jack (Ether1). What we have often done is to plug a WLAN card to the PCMCIA socket and an Ethernet CF card to the CF slot, thus allowing access to two different types of networks simultaneously. Mobile Host Ether
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Figure 6. Reference board for iCard application development



Using the set up above, we have been developing and testing application software, such as personal firewall, VPN, and mobility management for iCard. An interesting recurring theme when realizing these functions on the iCard is that the iCard often plays a double role, as it needs to accomplish certain tasks both for the host machine as well as for itself. The two roles sometimes require different procedures. In the rest of this section, we use mobility management as an example to illustrate this interesting aspect, and more importantly, to demonstrate the huge potential of iCard.



Note that our intention here is not to judge Mobile IP or to design a superb mobility management algorithm, rather our focus is to demonstrate how iCard offers a far more convenient and effective paradigm for implementing such functions, which would otherwise have been terribly difficult to provide for host with Windows or Macintosh OS. For the same reason, we follow the original design of Mobile IP as much as possible in our example. Mobile IP has been widely acclaimed as the solution for providing mobility to end-users. Despite criticisms about its scalability and efficiency, the underlying principles of Mobile IP have been incorporated into almost all mobility management schemes for IP networks. Mobile IP defines three key entities: Home Agent (HA), Mobile Host (MH), and Foreign Agent (FA) [1]. In its basic operating mode, packets to and from MH are tunneled through HA, which hides the mobility of MH from the rest of the network. The tunneling to HA is either done by MH itself in the co-located care-of-address (COA) mode, or through the assistance of a FA. Address update packets are sent to HA whenever MH switches networks and acquires a new IP address. Wide deployment of Mobile IP has been hindered because of the lack of FAs and because of the difficulty of implementing the co-located care of address (COA) mode on Microsoft Windows. In this section, we describe how to use iCard to provide seamless mobility without making any changes to the host. Figure 7 shows a new mobility management architecture, in which the mobile host communicates with the rest of the world through the tunnel between iCard and HA. The most significant difference between this setup and traditional Mobile IP is that, the iCard acts like a FA for the mobile host and, in the mean time, operate in the collocated care of address (COA) mode for itself. In other words, iCard manages mobility for both the host and itself, but in different ways. As the host moves, its FA, which is iCard, also moves. IP HAddr1 IP HAddr2 IP FAddr Visiting Network



A. Address registration Once iCard is plugged in and a physical link is established, the card obtains the COA IPFAddr from the foreign network and informs HA about it. In Mobile IP, this is accomplished by sending a registration request to MH. In our case, iCard sends two registration requests, one for iCard itself, the other for the Mobile Host, both using IPFAddr as the care-of-address, but with different home IP addresses, i.e. IPHAddr1 and IPHAddr2. The role of iCard with respect to the mobile host is similar to a FA in Mobile IP. However, a standard FA never initiates a Registration Request and Reply. It only relays Registration Request and Reply. Moreover, because iCard and the host are physically bounded, no FA solicitation is needed, so the Mobile IP support is completely transparent to the host. B. iCard address assignment When iCard is plugged in, the mobile host also needs to obtain an IP address. In our implementation, this is done by setting up a simple DHCP sever on the reference board. When the mobile host requests an address, the iCard replies with the home IP address of the mobile host IPHAddr1. Using DHCP to assign mobile host IP address is another factor that facilitates transparent mobility management to the host. C. Setup of Routing entries and packet tunneling As soon as the registration is completed, appropriate routing entries are set up in the iCard for packet tunneling. Figure 8 depicts the address manipulation that occurs at the iCard. The ultimate goal of this process is to tunnel packets from the mobile host and iCard to its HA with IPFaddr as the COA of the mobile. In our implementation, mobile host and iCard each has its own unique home IP address, so the tunneling can be applied directly according to Figure 8. If the mobile host and iCard share the same common home IP address, network address translation needs to be applied to make sure that there is no conflict between connections originated from the mobile host and those from the iCard.
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iCard also has a foreign IP address, IPFAddr, assigned by the visiting network. The complete mobility management procedure implemented on our reference board is as follows:
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Assume the mobile host has a home IP address IPHAddr1, and assume the iCard has an optional home IP address IPHAddr2. IPHAddr1 and IPHAddr2 can be the same or different. It is preferable to have a separate home IP address for the iCard so that seamless mobility can be provided to the card as well.
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Figure 7. Mobility management architecture with iCard
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Figure 8. Packet tunneling at iCard for mobility support



D. Address update When the mobile host switches networks, iCard updates the location for itself as well as for the host machine, following a procedure similar to address registration.



With the mechanisms described above, we are able to provide seamless mobility instantaneously to host machines, without making any modifications to them. We tested not only laptops but also PDAs. In these tests, the host machine is connected to the UCOMM reference through a crossover cable as illustrated in Figure 6. We were then able to plug and unplug the Ethernet and WLAN cards to force the board switch between wireless LAN and Ethernet. During the switching, all the connections on the host machine are preserved – demonstrating iCard’s powerful capability of providing essential functionalities with minimum requirements to host machines and the ability of handling a wide variety of host platforms. V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK iCard embodies a general computing paradigm where packets to the host machine are pre-processed by an entity tightly tied to the host, thus achieving device independency, higher security, and lower network management cost. The same applies to packets coming out of the host headed into the network. iCard also offers a convenient environment where new functions can be tested and brought to a variety of devices at a much faster speed. We explored the general hardware and software architecture of iCard in this paper. With state-of-the-art technologies, highly compact and powerful iCards in various forms can already be built. We have devised a prototype iCard in the form of PCMCIA card, which also allows a CF card to be plugged in. This design offers great flexibility in working with different types of networks, a critical component for ubiquitous computing. We conclude that the Linux operating systems is an ideal choice for iCard. Our experience with transferring exiting Linux programs to ARM Embedded Linux, the OS for our prototype iCard, has been very positive. Using mobility management as an example, we demonstrated how iCard could quickly provide powerful networking capabilities across many devices. Looking forward, there are still many challenges ahead in order to take full advantage of iCard. One aspect that will play a key role in this process is security. On the one hand, iCard furnishes a new means to deploy security mechanisms such as VPN and firewall, thus making networks and mobile devices safer. Yet on the other hand, great attention must be paid to the deployment procedure to fend off attackers. We will start testing the various security and ubiquitous computing mechanisms outlined in this paper as soon as the prototype iCard becomes available. And we look forward to exchanging more ideas with the broader mobile networking community about this promising computing paradigm. REFERENCES [1] C. Perkins, IP Mobility Support for IPv4, Internet Engineering Task Force, Internet Draft, Sep. 19, 2001
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